§ 1. Introduction
In [6] , F. John proved that for a differential operator, non-solvability to the non-characteristic Canchy problem for any initial data with compact support is equivalent to rather stringent non-hyperbolicity. 1 Im £i->oo when f ->oo in R n~l and P(£i, f )=0.
Under these assumptions, if the equation P(D}u=f, in a slab domain Q={x^R n ] c\<x\<.c$ , admits a solution vith bounded singular support for a given /EEC°°({2), then we have that
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The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section 2. In section 3, we shall state and prove an analogous theorem for Gevrey classes. In section 4 we shall consider partial converses of these theorems by constructing suitable fundamental solutions, inspired by an idea due to Kashiwara [7] .
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Shigetake Matsuura for suggesting the present problem and for his helps. § 2. Proof of Theorem 1
We shall first consider to what extent the regularity of solutions u can be deduced from the condition (1.1). we can Examples. The hypoelliptic operators satisfy both the conditions (1.1) and (1.2), although the theorem in this case is a consequence of the well known regularity theorem. On the other hand, the polynomial (£1, £2, &)= £i+£i+£i£i+£i> clearly satisfying the conditions, is not hypoelliptic. In fact the highest order term with respect to £2 is dependent on £3. § 3. Gevrey case
We shall consider here the case when in Theorem 1 / will belong to a Gevrey class which will be introduced as follows. Proof. Although the proof will be carried on parallel to that of Lemma 2, we must define WN more carefully, that is, we set , ^V=l, 2, ..., with C independent of N. If we note that the coefficient of each term in WN\P(£) is bounded when £&F and that the number of its terms does not exceed A N \ using (2.5) and (3.5)
we obtain (3.6). Conversely assume that (4.1) is valid. We now define a distribution E-E CQ by the identity with ^o<^i<£T0. This means of course the distribution;
Proof of Theorem
The convergence of the integral follows from the Paley-Wiener theorem.
Note that P(D} E TQ -S is real analytic and moreover entire holomorphic in G n . Hence, by Ehrenpreis theorem there exists an analytic function / such that P(D) (J5 To +f}=S.
What we have to do is thus to show that FP sing supp E TQ is contained in a -S-proper cone. In doing so, let H=R+U and F be its dual cone, namely r={*; <*, O ^0 for all fe H} which is a $-proper cone. For a given #0$!^ let us choose a so small neighborhood V of XQ that Vr\F=^> and that there is a vector 77 e £/ such that with (4.6) <^, T?> <-^<0, ^e F.
We shall now estimate P-E(£), g<=R n , for each ^eTg(F Proof. We first show the equivalence of (4.9) to the following; (4.11) P(g+ihj)=£Q if 0<*<e|£i 7?e U for £>0 and a neighborhood U of -9. To do so assume that (4.9) is valid for some p which may be chosen equal to 1 by the homogeneity of P. Since is trivial, our claim is now verified. In order to prove that (4.10) means (4.11) we introduce the localization P% of P at £e JR % \0, following AtiyahBott-Garding [2] and Andersson [1] , which is defined as the coefficient of the lowest order term in r when we develop P(£-]-T£) around
P(g+T£)=TPPt(£)+terms of higher order in r
where p is called the multiplicity of P at £. If P satisfies (4.10) and P, has a root SQ with Im^ov^O, in view of the identity )=Pe 9 (£+sff)+Q(\T\), Pfa+rg+rsty also has a root si near SQ, in particular with Im si=^=0, for sufficiently small r>0, which contradicts the condition (4.10). It thus follows that />$ 0 (f +j-fil)=£0 when i;£^R n and Im^^O, which means that Pg 0 is hyperbolic with respect to -9. Now that /*(£-}-•) is locally hyperbolic following the termi°n ology of Garding [3] , we have (4.11) from Main Lemma in [3] . However, for the convenience of the reader, we shall here copy the proof from 
